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[57] ABSTRACT 

A button, in particular a cushion padding—button, which com 
prises an anchor-shaped securing part for a connecting means 
leading to an oppositely disposed button. The securing part in 
cludes anchor wings having free ends and an anchor shaft, as 
well as nose members pointing towards the anchor shaft. The 
nose members form undercut steps of thread insertion slots. 
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BUTTON, IN PARTICULAR A CUSHION PADDING 
BUTTON 

The present invention relates to a button, in particular a 
cushion padding-button with an anchor-like shaped securing 
part for the connection-thread-wire or the like, which leads to 
an oppositely disposed button. 

In known buttons of this type the padding-thread or-wire is 
loop-like wound around the securing part “butze" such, that 
due to the multiple bending of the padding-thread or-wire, a 
certain tenacious hold is obtained on the securing part “ 
butze," The interlacing of the thick and comparatively stiff 
threads or wires is now cumbersome and time consuming. 

It is, therefore, one object of the present invention to pro 
vide a button, in particular a cushion padding-button such, 
that a simple and simpli?ed interlacing of the padding-thread 
or-wire as well as an effective ?rm holding seat is brought 
about. 

It is another object of the present invention to provide a but 
ton, in particular a cushion padding-button, wherein the free 
ends of anchor wings are provided with noses facing the 
anchor shaft, and which noses form undercut steps of the 
thread insertion slots. 
Due to this design, the padding-thread or-wire can be 

clamped in with clipping effect. The slots may be designed 
with a curved shape, favorable for interlacing of the thread, so 
that also in case of a superimposed assembly buttons the inter 
lacing is simpli?ed. Upon producing the padding-button of 
plastic material in addition a uniform clamping effect results. 

In order to assure the central connection of the paddding 
button with a so-called mounting button, it is a further object 
of the present invention to provide the anchor shaft with a 
supporting collar which enters by shape locking into the 
passage opening of the lower part of the mounting button, 
above which supporting collar extends the anchor head plate 
of larger cross section. 
The central connection seat is, in accordance with the 

present invention, capable of being secured by means of a 
?lling plate which supports the head plate, and which ?lling 
plate is inserted between the upper part and the lower part of 
the button. 
With these and other objects in view, which will become ap 

parent in the following detailed description, the present inven 
tion, which is shown by example only, will be clearly un 
derstood in connection with the accompanying drawing, in 
which: 

FIG. I is a front elevation of a padding-button in ac 
cordance with the present invention in about natural size; 
F IG. 2 is a front elevation of the button shown of FIG. 1 at 

an enlarged scale; 
FIG. 3 is a top plan view of the button of FIG. 2; 
FIG. 4 is a cross section along the lines 4-4 of FIG. 2; 
FIG. 5 is a fragmentary side elevation of the button of FIG. 

2; 
FIG. 6 is an elevation of the padding-button combined with 

a so-called mounting button; and 
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FIG. 7 is a fragmentary axial section of the button shown in 

FIG. 6. 
Referring now to the drawing, the padding-button designed 

in accordance with the present invention is equipped with an 
anchor-like shaped securing part “butze," has a head plate 1, 
which is provided with a seat collar 2, from which emanates 
the anchor shaft 3. The latter forks into two anchor wings 4, 
which are disposed in one plane and lead back, and which 
form the thread insertion slots 5. The free ends of the anchor 
wings 4 are equipped with nose formations 6, which face the 
anchor shaft 3. The inwardly facing nose bridge is preferably 
curved, so that the nose bridge forms jointly with the likewise 
curved broadside of the anchor shaft 3 a funnel-shaped inser 
tion seat for the padding-thread or-wire. The nose formations 
6 are undercut and have due to their elasticity a resilient ef 
fect. The slots 5 have preferably a wedge-like tapered course 
in longitudinal direction of the anchor shaft. 3. I _ 
The interlacing of the loop of the padding-thread or-wire IS 

possible without effort under a ?ip-action of the anchor, wings 
4 or nose formations 6, respectively. 

Referring to FIG. 7, the supporting collar 2 serves the cen 
tering connection of the padding-button with a two-part so 
called mounting button, by example, fabric covered (FIG. 6). 
The lower part 7 of the mounting button has a central open 

ing 8. The padding-button, having its head plate disposed on 
the inside, passes through the opening 8 with his anchor part 
“butze“ such, that the supporting collar 2 centers in the open 
ing 8. In the mounting button, which is closed by superimpos 
ing the fabric-covered upper part 9’ of the button, a ?lling 
plate 10 is inserted, which plate 10 supports the padding-but 
ton. 

While I have disclosed one embodiment of the present in 
vention, it is to be understood that this embodiment is given by 
example only and not in a limiting sense. 

I claim: 
1. A button, in particular a cushion padding-button, com 

prising 
an anchor-shaped securing part for a connecting means 

leading to an oppositely disposed button, 
said securing part including anchor wings having free ends 
and an anchor shaft, as well as nose members pointing 
towards said anchor shaft, and 

said nose members forming undercut steps of thread inser 
tion slots. 

2. The button, as set forth in claim 1, which includes a sup 
porting collar being provided on said anchor shaft, 

said lower part of said mounting button de?ning an opening 
receiving said supporting collar by a shape-locking con 
nection, and 

an anchor head plate of enlarged cross section being 
disposed above said supporting collar. 

3. The button, as set forth in claim 2, which includes 
a ?lling plate supporting said head plate and being inserted 
between said upper and lower part of said mounting but 
ton. 

* * >l< * * 


